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Abstract: This study has been undertaken to investigate the determinants of stock returns in Karachi Stock Exchange (KSE) using two assets pricing models the classical Capital Asset Pricing Model and Arbitrage Pricing Theory model. To test the CAPM market return is used and macroeconomic variables are used to test the APT. The macroeconomic variables include inflation, oil prices, interest rate and exchange rate. For the very purpose monthly time series data has been arranged from Jan 2010 to Dec 2014. The analytical framework contains.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The main objective of artificial intelligence computer science (AI), in order to match human thinking, is to match the intelligence of the human level in certain areas. The Artificial Intelligence (AI) for the problem solving facility in many forms exhibited in nature, is released closely to CI. By using the pillars of Artificial Intelligence (AI), namely, r1: rationalisation of ai systems r2: resilience of ai systems, r3: reproductively of Ai systems, r4: realism of Ai systems, r5. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is used for many fields, it is reachable for the people very easily, it makes people to understand the system. Artificial Intelligence (AI) is mainly matches the human thinking process.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Author: Matt Taddy
Title: “The technological elements of artificial intelligence”
Abstract: During the last decade, the use of data by companies to optimise their businesses has increased dramatically. Differently known as the revolution "big data" or "data science", the Machinery Learning (ML) algorithms in analysis have been characterised by a huge amount of information including unstructured and non-traditional data such as text and pictures. In the different data scenarios, use of high-performance ML algorithms is increasingly automated and robust due to recent developments in Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) and related methods. This led to the quick growth of a man-made intelligence (MI) process, which combines many ML algorithms to unravel complex problems – each with a simple predictive task.
We will define a framework for considering the ingredients of this new ML-driven AI. Knowing the components that frame these systems and how they fit together is essential for people building companies around this technology. Those who investigate AI's economics can use these definitions to remove ambiguity from the discussions on the projected productivity impacts and data requirements of AI. Finally, this framework should clarify the role of AI in contemporary business analysis and economic measurement practice.

Author: Robert E. Samuel, Gerald Cormier, Shannon Fascendini, Christina M. Stubanas, Katherine A. Yacko
Title: “Four it/is pillars for artificial intelligence machine learning/deep learning applications”
Abstract: The adoption of technology for business applications by Deep Learning and Artificial Intelligence Machine Learning (AI ML/DL) have an impact on many IT/IS roles. The event operating models must be reviewed to bridge the space between data, insights and action. The development of key IT/IS pillars is necessary in order to implement AI ML/DL business solutions today successfully. To assess IT/IS roles, technical skills, and behavioural skills required, this paper uses qualitative research from a Fortune 50 American healthcare company. AI applications' acceptance in the business world can be influenced by the evolution of these pillars, which can influence how people learn and prepare for their roles.

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

In this proposed model, we shown that the film updating is be done where it reaches people very easily and with secure process. By making use five pillars of artificial intelligence the project has been developed.
System Architecture

In this system, there will be a AI researchers in universities and a private research institutes where the industry can provide a data for AI to resolve the problem and to give the scalable software and tools and commercialization. Even for AI research institutes the government approach for the launch of unique AI programs and Accumulate success the government competitive CFPs Resources and Funding for the AI. Even the government labs like DRDO, ISRO they provide the problems experimentation Bench and they gets the Technology for the Deploy and scale. The people collaboration with the AI researchers for the international Community and for Complementary research.

ALGORITHM

Feature based algorithm:

The method of finding image displacements which is easiest to understand is the feature-based approach. This finds features (for example, image edges, corners, and other structures well localized in two dimensions) and tracks these as they move from frame to frame. This involves two stages. Firstly, the features are found in two or more consecutive images. The act of feature extraction, if done well, will both reduce the amount of information to be processed (and so reduce the workload), and also go some way towards obtaining a higher level of understanding of the scene, by its very nature of eliminating the unimportant parts. Secondly, these features are matched between the frames. In the simplest and commonest case, two frames are used and two sets of features are matched to give a single set of motion vectors. Alternatively, the features in one frame can be used as seed points at which to use other methods (for example, gradient-based methods -- see the following section) to find the flow. If a human is shown, instead of the original image sequence, a sequence of the detected features (drawn onto an empty image), then a smoothly moving set of features should be observable, with little feature flicker. The feature matching stage has the well known correspondence problem of ambiguous potential matches occurring; unless image displacement is known to be smaller than the distance between features, some method must be found to choose between different potential matches. The first major work taking this approach was that of Hildreth; The edges are found using a Laplacian \((\nabla^2)\) of a Gaussian edge detector, and the image motion is found at these edges by using the brightness change constraint equation (see the following section). Various additional constraints necessary to recover the motion parallel to the edge direction are discussed. The constraints all make the basic assumption that the image flow is smoothly varying across the image. Thus each minimizes some measure of flow variation. The measure chosen is the variation in velocity along the edge contours. If this is completely minimized, the data is largely ignored, so a balancing term is added to the minimization equation which gives a measure of the fit of the estimated flow to the data. Thus the following expression is minimized:

\[
\int_{\text{along contour}} \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} \right)^2 \, ds + \beta \int_{\text{along contour}} \left( \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} \right)^2 \, ds,
\]
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

HOME
Here the admin enters for the page through username and password and fills the details.

Figure 2

UPLOAD PAGE
The admin going to upload the files like audio, video, text files, image files.

Figure 3

This is the page which the fields are filled by the admin, where the files like film descriptions, film.
Audio, film video, film image is been updated. This is the page where the user login and view all the details of the film which is updated from the admin.

VI. CONCLUSION

It is important to notice that the varied concepts introduced from R1 (rationalizability) to R4 (realism) cumulatively function stepping stones to Acquire more responsibility in AI, allows autonomous systems to perform safely in the setting of human emotions and human ethics and clarify their behaviours. In project the film industry makes use of artificial intelligence concept and reach the people very effectly.
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